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Silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) thin films are most commonly used insulating films in the fabrication of silicon-based integrated circuits (ICs)
and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Several techniques with different processing environments have been investigated to
deposit silicon dioxide films at temperatures down to room temperature. Anodic oxidation of silicon is one of the low temperature
processes to grow oxide films even below room temperature. In the present work, uniform silicon dioxide thin films are grown
at room temperature by using anodic oxidation technique. Oxide films are synthesized in potentiostatic and potentiodynamic
regimes at large applied voltages in order to investigate the effect of voltage, mechanical stirring of electrolyte, current density
and the water percentage on growth rate, and the different properties of as-grown oxide films. Ellipsometry, FTIR, and SEM are
employed to investigate various properties of the oxide films. A 5.25 Å/V growth rate is achieved in potentiostatic mode. In the
case of potentiodynamic mode, 160 nm thickness is attained at 300 V. The oxide films developed in both modes are slightly silicon
rich, uniform, and less porous. The present study is intended to inspect various properties which are considered for applications in
MEMS and Microelectronics.

1. Introduction
Silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) thin films are most extensively used
insulating films in the manufacturing of silicon-based semiconductor devices, integrated circuits (ICs), and in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) for different applications such as gate component in metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistors, masking layer against diffusion and
implantation of dopants in the silicon [1, 2], and isolation
of devices [3]. Silicon dioxide thin film is preferred over
other dielectric films due to its ease of synthesis, excellent
insulating properties, and high quality Si-SiO2 interface.
Thermal oxidation technique is known to provide high
quality SiO2 film and hence widely employed [4]. However,
high processing temperature (∼900–1100∘ C) of this technique
causes redistribution of dopants in silicon substrate during
oxide growth and develops stress in silicon substrate that
leads to wafer warpage [5–7]. Several new synthesis routes
have been developed to reduce the process temperature.
Atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD)
[8], plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD)

[9], sputtering [10], wet anodic oxidation [11–14], liquid
phase deposition (LPD) [15], and sol-gel [16] are few of the
low temperature thin film deposition techniques. Each and
every process has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Among these low temperature techniques, anodic oxidation
is one which can be operated even below room temperature
[17]. Numerous research groups have investigated anodically
grown oxide thin films for gate dielectric component in MOS
devices [11, 14, 18]. Anodic oxidation process has several
advantages over other techniques such as low cost, simple
experimental setup, and room temperature process which
minimizes the dopants redistribution and does not involve
any toxic and expensive gases. In order to explore anodic
oxidation for different applications, further study is required
to investigate the properties of as-grown SiO2 films with
respect to electrolyte solution composition, mode of growth
and other relevant processing parameters.
The present work is focused to investigate the effect
of applied voltage, electrolyte stirring, current density, and
the amount of water on the growth rate, refractive index,
and the chemical composition of as-grown oxide thin films.
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These properties are studied using Ellipsometry, Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), And Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM).

2. Experimental Details
Czochralski (Cz) grown four-inch diameter P-type boron
doped (resistivity 1–10 Ω cm) {100} oriented single side polished silicon wafers are diced into 23 × 23 mm2 chip size
for the deposition of oxide film using anodic oxidation
technique. After dicing, chips are cleaned ultrasonically in
acetone for 10 minutes followed by thorough rinse in deionized (DI) water. Aluminum is deposited on the rough surface
side using e-beam evaporation technique for ohmic contact
purpose. Ethylene glycol solvent (purity > 99%, SigmaAldrich) mixed with 0.04 M potassium nitrate (KNO3 ) and
the certain amount of water is utilized as electrolyte solution.
Each time fresh solution is used to avoid the incorporation
of glycol by-products in the oxide films. A parallel-plate
electrodes system is employed for oxidation process. In the
parallel-plate configuration, silicon sample is fixed as anode
and the platinum gauge mesh as cathode. A customarily
designed sample holder is used to take the contact from
the back side of the silicon sample. The design of the chip
holder is such that only 2.54 cm2 circular area of the sample is
exposed to the electrolyte solution. In the experimental setup,
anode and cathode are separated by fixed distances of 1.5 cm
in potentiodynamic and 2 cm in potentiostatic mode. Prior to
oxidation, samples are dipped in 1% hydrofluoric acid (HF)
solution until the wetting of the surface is ceased completely
to etch out native oxide layer followed by thorough rinsing
in DI water to ensure that no traces of HF are left on silicon
substrate.
Oxide growth rate is predominantly influenced by water
content in the electrolyte, processing parameters such as
current density, and temperature of electrolyte. In order to
elucidate the effect of these parameters, oxide synthesis is
carried out in potentiostatic and potentiodynamic modes
with varying water content, current density and voltage. In
potentiostatic mode, a fixed quantity (0.5 vol%) of water
is added into electrolyte. The oxide synthesis is carried
out at a fixed impressed voltage (50–250 V) and continued
until the initial current fall down to a minimum current of
2 mA. In the case of potentiodynamic mode, the amount of
water is varied from 0 (i.e., no water) to 0.7 vol% and the
deposition is performed at a fixed applied current density
until the final voltage reaches the predetermined voltage of
300 V. Thereafter, the process is continued in potentiostatic
mode at 300 V for 15 minutes. After oxidation, the oxide
samples are thoroughly cleaned in DI water to get rid of the
adsorbed glycol solvent from the oxide surface. In order to
investigate the effect of stirring on oxide film characteristics,
the deposition is carried out with and without stirring of
electrolyte. In all cases, anodic oxidation is performed at
room temperature.
Ellipsometry (J. A. Woolam, model: M-2000D) measurements are performed at three incident angles (65∘ , 70∘ , and
75∘ ) to determine thickness and refractive index of the oxide
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films in the wavelength region of 193–1000 nm. FTIR (Bruker,
model: ALPHA) measurement in ATR module is employed
to evaluate the chemical bonds present in the oxide films.
Scanning electron microscope (ZEISS, model: SUPRA40) is
employed to study the surface morphology. The etch rates of
oxide films are determined in different types of etchants.

3. Results and Discussions
Several characterization techniques are used to study different properties of as-grown oxide films.
3.1. Kinetics of Oxide Growth. The kinetics of growth of oxide
films is studied for the films deposited in potentiostatic and
potentiodynamic modes with varying water content, current
density, and voltage.
3.1.1. Potentiostatic Mode. Figure 1(a) shows the variation in
current density with oxidation time at various voltages in
potentiostatic mode of operation. The shape of the curves
suggests that the oxide growth is parabolic at voltages greater
than 50 V. It can be observed from Figure 1(a) that the current
density at higher voltages decreases rapidly in the first 4
or 5 minutes of oxidation (i.e., initial stage of oxidation)
which indicates faster growth rate of oxide in the initial stage
of oxidation. After the deposition of certain thickness, the
current density becomes almost constant. In this stage, oxide
growth rate decreases owing to reduction in the diffusion
of oxygenic ions, which happens due to fall in electric field
[19, 20].
3.1.2. Potentiodynamic Mode. In potentiodynamic mode,
oxide growth is performed at fixed current densities with
varying water content in electrolyte. At the fixed current
density, voltage increases with time up to the predetermined
voltage (300 V) of oxidation process. The variation in cell
voltage during oxide deposition is recorded for every 1 min
of time and a graph is plotted between anodization time and
cell voltage as shown in Figure 1(b). The curves in Figure 1(b)
explain that the applied voltage increases in order to maintain
the same current density throughout the oxidation process.
As can be seen in Figure 1(b), the voltage versus time
behaviour is the same for different current densities and
water percentages. The role of current density on growth
rate of oxide can be understood clearly; for instance, the
oxidation time required to attain the predetermined voltage
at 8 mA/cm2 is shorter than that needed at 5.5 mA/cm2 .
Larger slope indicates faster growth rate at higher current
densities which is attributed to enhanced diffusion rate of
oxygenic ions [21]. It is obvious from the slope of the curves
in Figure 1(b) that the growth rate of the oxide at fixed
current density decreases with increase of water percentage
in electrolyte, whereas the time required to attain predetermined voltage is reduced with decrease in water percentage.
However, the decrease in growth rate is not significant due to
the small variation in water content in the electrolyte solution.
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Figure 1: (a) Variation of current density with time in potentiostatic mode at various voltages. (b) Variation of voltage with time in
potentiodynamic mode at different current densities and water percentages.

3.2. Ellipsometric Study. Ellipsometric study is performed to
characterize the thickness and refractive index of the films
deposited under different conditions.
3.2.1. Thickness. Thickness of oxide films is measured by
ellipsometry at three incidence angles (65∘ , 70∘ , and 75∘ ). In
order to analyze the measured data, a model is generated with
two layers, Cauchy type material and an intermediate layer at
the interface of Si and SiO2 .
Figure 2(a) shows the effect of applied voltage on thickness of the film deposited under potentiostatic mode. It can
be noticed from the graph that the thickness increases linearly
with applied voltage. Since increase in voltage enhances the
driving force of the transport of oxygenic ions through the
oxide layer for the growth to happen at Si/SiO2 interface [19,
20], the slope of the straight line in Figure 2(a) represents the
growth rate of the oxide in Å/V, which is 5.25 Å/V. Similarly, Y
intercept gives the native oxide thickness which is zero in this
case. Thickness uniformity of the oxide films is evaluated by
measuring oxide thickness at four different spots. Figure 2(b)
presents film thicknesses measured at four different spots on
the samples prepared under potentiostatic mode at 50–250 V.
Films thicknesses grown under potentiodynamic mode
with varying concentration of water in electrolyte at 5.5 and
8 mA/cm2 current density are shown in Figures 3(a) and
3(b), respectively. Small thickness variation (1–5 Å) indicates
that the films are uniformly grown in potentiostatic and
potentiodynamic modes. In potentiodynamic mode, current
density does not affect the film thickness significantly as
the predetermined voltage (300 V) is the same at 5.5 and
8 mA/cm2 current densities. Moreover, the oxide growth is
performed on the basis of predetermined voltage not on fixed
time period basis.

3.2.2. Refractive Index. Refractive index of oxide films is
determined by using variable angle ellipsometry at the fixed
wavelength of 632.8 nm. In general refractive index of the
oxide is a function of composition or stoichiometry [22–
25] and density/porosity of the oxide film [26–28]. The
refractive indexes of the oxide films grown in potentiostatic
and potentiodynamic modes are presented in Tables 1 and
2, respectively. In potentiostatic mode, the refractive index
of the oxides increases from 1.45 to 1.478 as applied voltage
varies from 50 to 250 V. The refractive index of the oxide films
prepared above 50 V is slightly larger than that of thermally
grown silicon oxide. It may be due to more silicon content
in the film [24, 29]. Higher silicon content is confirmed by
FTIR measurement results, which are presented in the next
section, where the small intense peaks of oxygen deficiency
that is, Si–Si bond at 653–670 cm−1 , and suboxides around
988–1000 cm−1 are observed [30, 31].
In the potentiodynamic mode of operation, the refractive
index of the films deposited with varying water percentage
and current density is obtained in the range of 1.474-1.475.
Larger refractive index in this mode could be owing to the
enhancement in film density (lower porosity) [32, 33] and/or
due to oxygen deficiency in the film [24].
3.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) Characterization. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
is employed for finding the nature of chemical bonds in the
oxide films. In the present work, ATR-FTIR module with
45∘ angle of light incidence is utilized for the frequency scan
of 550–4000 cm−1 . Figure 4 shows the comparison of FTIR
absorption spectra of the films prepared under potentiostatic
mode at various voltages. The characteristic vibrations of SiO2
such as Si–O bending and Si–O–Si asymmetric stretching are
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Figure 2: (a) Oxide thickness as a function of voltage in potentiostatic mode. (b) Oxide thickness measured at four different spots to observe
thickness uniformity.
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Figure 3: Thickness uniformity check by measuring film thickness at four different spots for the films grown in potentiodynamic mode at
(a) 5.5 mA/cm2 and (b) 8 mA/cm2 with varying water percentages.

observed in the wave number range 817–821 cm−1 and 1121–
1213 cm−1 , respectively, with Si–O–Si asymmetric stretching
peak as intense peak in all samples [30, 34, 35].
The shift in the position of Si–O–Si asymmetric stretching
peak occurs due to alteration in oxide thickness, stress/strain,
porosity, and the O/Si ratio of the oxide films [24, 27, 36–
38]. It can be observed in FTIR spectra shown in Figure 4
that the position of Si–O–Si asymmetric stretching peak is
shifting with applied voltage. The applied voltage influences
the growth rate, which in turn affects the structure and
stoichiometry of the oxides that result in shifting of Si–O–
Si asymmetric stretching peak position. In addition to two
characteristic Si–O vibrational peaks, weak intense peaks
corresponding to oxygen vacancies around 653–678 cm−1

(Si–Si bond) [30], carbon impurity (1400–1500 cm−1 ) [39],
Si-H (2100–2300 cm−1 ) [40], and silicon suboxide species
(SiOx , x∼0.5) in the frequency range of 988–1000 cm−1
[31] are also present in the spectrum. The absence of the
peaks corresponding to Si-OH at 940 cm−1 [41] and H-O-H
vibrations bending at 1620 cm−1 and stretching at 3640 cm−1
[41] in the spectra confirms the absence of water in the
deposited oxide films.
3.4. Effect of Stirring on Various Properties of Silicon Dioxide.
Mechanical stirring of electrolyte solution is commonly
employed in electrochemical based growth/deposition processes for maintaining uniform concentration of electrolyte
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Table 1: Refractive index of the oxide films prepared in potentiostatic mode with and without mechanical stirring of the electrolyte
solution.

50
100
150
200
250

1.45
1.470/1.466
1.473
1.475
1.478/1.474

Absorption (a.u.)

Regime: potentiostatic, pH = 3, water content = 0.5 vol%
Refractive index (𝑛)
Applied voltage (𝑉)
(with/without stirring)

250 V

200 V

0.45

150 V
100 V
50 V

0.00

Table 2: Refractive index of the oxide films developed in potentiodynamic mode.

Current density
(mA/cm2 )
5.5
8
5.5
8
5.5
8

Regime: potentiodynamic, pH = 4
Water content
Refractive index
(vol%)
(𝑛)
0
0
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.7

1.4755
1.4756
1.4748
1.4749
1.4747
1.4752

throughout the solution and also to circumvent the local
temperature rises in the bath. In order to find the effect of
electrolyte stirring on thickness and other properties of asprepared oxide films, depositions are performed with and
without mechanical stirring of electrolyte at 100 and 250 V
in potentiostatic regime. Figure 5(a) shows a comparison
of film thicknesses grown without and with stirring of
electrolyte at two different voltages. The thickness of the
film deposited without stirring is about 4% less than that
of deposited with stirring of the electrolyte. The reduction
in oxide thickness may be due to the lack of convective
contribution in the absence of mechanical stirring to the total
flux of anionic (OH− or O2 − ) species as they are essential for
the oxidation to take place at the anode (i.e., silicon) of the
cell.
Figure 5(b) shows the comparison of FTIR absorption
spectra of oxides grown with and without mechanical stirring
at 100 and 250 V. It can be visualized in the spectra that
the shape and position of Si–O–Si asymmetric stretching
peak differ in two cases of oxidation. This variation may
be attributed to the effect of mechanical agitation on the
composition and structure of deposited oxides that lead to
change in Si–O–Si bond angle [40–42].
The stirring of solution also affects the refractive index as
presented in Table 1. The refractive index of the films prepared
without stirring of electrolyte at constant voltages 100 and
250 V is slightly less than the films grown with stirring of
the solution. This decrease in refractive index could be due
to change in composition of the oxides caused by absence of
electrolyte stirring.
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Figure 4: FTIR absorption spectra of oxide films developed under
potentiostatic mode at different voltages from 50 to 250 V.

3.5. Surface Morphology Investigation. Surface morphology
of the oxide films is studied using SEM. Figures 6(a)–
6(d) reveal the surface morphologies of the oxide films
developed in two different electrolyte compositions (0.2 and
0.7 vol% of water) and current densities (5.5 and 8 mA/cm2 ).
It can be observed from SEM micrographs that the oxide
films do not show any nodular and agglomerated kind of
features. The films appear to be smooth and uniform which
is also confirmed by ellipsometric measurements discussed
in Section 3.2.1. Moreover, no pinholes are noticeable in SEM
images that indicate high integrity and density of the oxide
films. Similar kind of surface morphologies was observed
in the films deposited with different parameters. It can be
concluded that the variation in water percentage and current
densities employed in this experiment does not significantly
influence surface morphology of the films.
3.6. Etch Rates in HF-Based Solutions. In order to use silicon
dioxide in integrated circuit (IC) and MEMS fabrication,
the selective etching of oxide film is required for its patterning. Buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) (or diluted HF) is
commonly used for oxide etching [42–45]. In the following
sections, the study of oxide etching in 1 to 5 wt% HF and
the buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) solutions is presented.
Moreover, the etch rate in diluted HF is also employed for the
evaluation of the quality of SiO2 film [46].
3.6.1. Diluted HF Solutions. Diluted HF is prepared by adding
DI water in concentrated HF (i.e., 49 wt%), while BHF is
prepared by mixing 40 wt% ammonium fluoride (NH4 F) in
concentrated HF (generally from 6 : 1 to 10 : 1). The etch rate
of oxide grown at 8 mA/cm2 current density and 0.7 vol%
of water (thickness 160 nm) is determined in 1 to 5 wt% HF
solutions. Prior to etching, sample is thoroughly cleaned in
DI water followed by drying and heating at 100∘ C for about
5 min. Oxide etching is carried out by immersing the sample
in the etchant for fraction of seconds followed by deionized
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Figure 5: Effect of the mechanical stirring of electrolyte on (a) thickness and (b) chemical structure of oxide films deposited at 100 and 250 V.
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Figure 6: SEM micrographs of the oxide films developed at 0.2 and 0.7 vol% of water (a) and (b) 5.5 mA/cm2 ; ((c) and (d)) 8 mA/cm2 current
densities in potentiodynamic mode.

water rinsing. Thereafter, sample is dried and thickness is
measured at different spots using ellipsometry. The etching
process is continued until oxide thickness is reduced to
approximately below 150 Å. The effect of HF concentration on
the etch rate is shown in Figure 7(a). The etching mechanism
of SiO2 in HF-based solutions is explained elsewhere [47].
It can be noticed from the graph that the etch rate of oxide
increases almost linearly with HF concentration, which is

attributed to enhanced concentration of HF2 − ; undissociated
HF reactants as the concentration of HF increased up to a
maximum at 10 M concentration [48, 49]. The etch rate of
oxide is a function of its density, strain, and stoichiometry
[47, 50]. It is inversely proportional to the density of the
film. The reduced etch rate of oxide in the present work is
attributed to greater density (less porosity) of the oxide film,
which is confirmed by SEM study as shown in Figure 6(d).
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Figure 7(b) shows the etch rate behavior of oxide with
time for HF concentrations varying from 1 to 5 wt%. It can be
noticed from the figure that the trend in etch rate variation
with time is the same for all HF concentrations. The variation
in etch rate is probably due to change in oxide structure, that
is, Si–O–Si bond angle [51].
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Silicon dioxide thin films with uniform thickness are developed on silicon samples using anodic oxidation process at
room temperature. In potentiostatic mode of anodic oxidation, thickness predominantly depends on applied voltage.
A linear dependency of oxide thickness on applied voltage
is obtained in the range from 50 to 250 V. The mechanical
agitation of electrolyte solution during deposition improves
the growth rate and the chemical structure of oxide films.
In potentiodynamic mode, oxide growth rate is mainly
influenced by current density irrespective of the amount of
water in the electrolyte. The growth rate increases with rise in
current density. No significant effect is observed on growth
rate, thickness, refractive index and the surface morphology
of the films when the water content in electrolyte is varied by
a small amount. The FTIR spectra of the oxides developed in
potentiostatic mode reveals that the oxide films contain small
percentage of carbon, hydroxyl impurities and the absence
of OH and H2 O. The dense nature of the oxide films is
confirmed by measuring the etch rate in diluted HF (1 to
5 wt%) and using SEM micrographs.

Conflict of Interests
Etching time (s)
4% HF

Etch rate (Å/s)

3.6.2. Etch Rate in Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid (BHF) Solution.
Etch rate of the oxide film (thickness 160 nm) grown at
8 mA/cm2 and 0.7 vol% water is measured in BHF (HF
(49%) : NH4 F (40%):: 1 : 7) [45]. The addition of NH4 F to HF
increases the concentration of HF2 − reactants in the etchant.
The etch rate of oxide increases with NH4 F concentration up
to the maximum at 10–12% of NH4 F [52, 53]. The procedure
of etch rate determination in BHF is the same as explained in
the previous section for diluted HF. Average etch rate in BHF
for the oxide film developed in the present work is measured
to be 93.0 Å/sec.
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